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ABSTRACT 

In research “Cryptography Optimizer Autolysis bit Generator tools” method created and tried to fill the 

gaps between security layers, Data cryptography optimizer tools use table encrypted method for encrypt 

data and second table encrypted method for decrypt data files, here we use two table method for data 

encryption and decryption. 

In the research we observe present world many types of tools uses to protect data and support various 

algorithm method and tables to protect the data and create a layer, dual layer and multi-layer to protect 

the data but there is various gaps between the data security. Hackers use various gaps method to decrypt 

the data. 

 

Introduction 

The number of cyber-attacks are increases day by day. In order to do so we need to 

know where their weaknesses are, before implementing measures to plug those gaps. 

The billions GB data are send or received from one network machine to other network 

machine so it is very necessary to protect data from the unauthorized access. The 

security protection is very critical issues in the software industry various types of 

algorithm table are used. Now present most of the tools support encryption or 

decryption method using one table (DES, AES, and RSA) and others. Cryptography 

techniques which are used to protect data are obtained from mathematical concepts 

and a set of rule based security calculations. Cryptography is the study of protect 

communications from outside sources. Encryption algorithms take the real data 

( plaintext)  and converts it into (chiper text) coded. 

In this research we have deeply studies about cryptography and find out the gaps 

between data security. Here in figure we have shown the encryption and decryption 

process. 

In research “Cryptography Optimizer Autolysis bit Generator tools” method created 

and tried to fill the gaps between security layers, Data cryptography optimizer tools 

use table encrypted method for encrypt data and second table encrypted method for 

decrypt data files, here we use two table method for data encryption and decryption. 
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https://learn.encryptionconsulting.com/what-is-an-encryption-algorithm/
https://learn.encryptionconsulting.com/what-are-plaintext-and-ciphertext/
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WHY WE NEED 

 

FRADUSTERS 

The involvement human contact, they will be vulnerable to fraud and misuse. Without 

proper monitoring in place, these business processes may be compromised. 

 

OUTSIDERS RISK 

The organizations’ systems and employees, it is also vital to ensure that the third 

parties and vendors you work with have cyber security measures and policies in place. 

Organizations should put in place a regular and structured method to review and assess 

the security levels of these external parties to ensure that attackers are not able to 

exploit these loopholes to access the organization’s network. 

 

PEOPLE UNFAMILOUR 

Worker organization’s a weakest point, but also its greatest defense. A malicious staff 

may leak important information, or even allow attackers entry into the organization’s 

network. An ignorant employee may even unknowingly leave an “open door” for 

attackers. However, an employee who is aware of the risks and educated about signs 

to look out for in a breach, is an organization’s first line of defense. Ensure that 

employees are familiar with the risks and responses. All organizations, big and small, 

should be prepared for cyber breaches. Being able to identify and stop these attacks 

before they happen will save organizations from incurring substantial costs, and 

irreparable reputation damage. 

 

NETWORK  

The increased connectivity across devices and systems. A once isolated attack is a 

much more serious issue these days. Attackers may be able to find ways to enter a 

particular system through another “door” which may be easier to access. This is tough 

to monitor, and disconnecting devices and systems is not even an option as the world 

continues to evolve. 

 

GAPS LACK 

The number of cyber-attacks increase day to day. In order to do so we need to know 

where their weaknesses are, before implementing measures to plug those gaps. 

During the webinar, we have observed the several gaps in cyber security that 

organizations face. 

 

Cryptography Optimizer Autolysis Bit Generator tools (DCOCABG) table 1 

encode the plain text and convert un-meaningful(UM) byte code, the converted UM 

code envelope using the DCOCABG method table. 

DCOCABG encoding method 1 takes input as encoded plaintext advanced string code 

for decoding . It encapsulate it using methods1 for encapsulation further for sender. 
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Convert byte string with unique ID. 

Converson of Cryptography Optimizer AutolysisBitGenerator tools (DCOCABG)  

method table 1. 

 

 
 

DECRYPTION USE OF (DCOCABG) 

To decrypt an (DCOCABG) encrypted ciphertext, it is necessary to undo each stage 

of the encryption operation in the reverse order in which they were applied. The three 

stage of decryption are as follows: 

• Inverse Final Round 

• AddRoundKey 

• ShiftRows 

• SubBytes 

• Inverse Main Round 

Of the four operations in (DCOCABG) encryption, only the AddRoundKey operation 

is its own inverse (since it is an exclusive-or). To undo AddRoundKey, it is only 

necessary to expand the entire (DCOCABG) key schedule (identically to encryption) 

and then use the appropriate key in the exclusive. 

The other three operations require an inverse operation to be defined and used. The 

first operation to be undone is ShiftRows. The Inverse ShiftRows operation is identical 

to the ShiftRows operation except that rotations are made to the right instead of to the 
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left. 

The next operation to be undone is the SubBytes operation. The Inverse S-Box is 

shown in the Table below. It is read identically to the S-Box matrix. 

 

VARIENT (DCOCABG) 

There are three variants of (DCOCABG) based on different key sizes (128, 192, and 

256 \bits). Above we described the 64-bit version of the (DCOCABG) key 

schedule.All three variants of (DCOCABG) use a 64-bit block size, only the key sizes 

differ. The overall structure of the encryption stage of (DCOCABG) is identical for 

all three variants, but the number of rounds varies for the 128, 192, and 256-bit 

variants (10, 12, and 14 rounds respectively). The key schedule is different for each 

variant. 

Encryption with (DCOCABG) 

The encryption phase of (DCOCABG) can be broken into three phases the initial 

round, the main rounds, and the final round. All of the phases use the same sub-

operations in different combinations as follows  

• Initial Round 

• AddRoundKey 

• Main Rounds 

• SubBytes 

• ShiftRows 

• ColumnsMix 

• AddRoundKey 

• Final Round 

 

 
 

RESULTS 

Key Generation of CRYPTOGRAPHY OPTIMIZER AUTOLYSIS BIT 

GENERATOR  TOOLS (DCOCABG) or How to Generate the Key 

we need to generate a key. With the help of this key we will encrypt the message. 

Now the interesting question is, how to generate the key, and where the key is to be 

used. Just follow the steps. 

 

Step 1 

Just select a random key of 10-bits, which only should be shared between both parties 

which means sender and receiver. 

As I selected below 

Select key:1010000010 

Note:You can select any random number of 10-bits. 

 

Step 2 
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Put this key into P.10 Table and permute the bits. 

 

 
 

Now the output will be  

Key: 1000001100 

 

Step 3 

Divide the key into two halves, left half and right half; 

{1 0 0 0 0} | {0 1 1 0 0} 

Step 4 

Now apply the one bit Round shift on each half: 

Before round shift: {10000} | {01100} 

After round shift: {00001} | {11000} 

The output will be: 

{0 0 0 0 1} {1 1 0 0 0} 

 

Step 5: 

Now  once again combine both halve of the bits, right and left. Put them into the P8 

table. What you get, that will be the K1 or First key. 

Combine: 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 

 

Step 7 

Now just apply two round shift circulate on each half of the bits, which means to 

change the position of two bits of each halves. 

left half: 00001 

Right half: 11000 

After the two rounds shift on each half out-put of each half will be. 

Left half: 00100 

Right half: 00011 

Combine both together: As: 0 0 1 0 0 – 0 0 0 1 1 

 

Step 8 

Now put the bits into 8-P Table, what you get, that will be your second key. Table is 

also given in step 5. But here the combinations of bits are changed because of two left 

round shift from step 5. Check it in depth. 
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Combine bits: 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

 
The output of the bits are your Second key or K2: 

K2: 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 

Finally we create both keys successfully 
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